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Release Updates

In this release, Ortivus has implemented

the following new user features:

General improvements to the

Preview version of MobiMed for

PreHospital Care.

ePR now supports dynamically hide/show tabs for different user

groups[10548].

Camera update to support flash and toggle between front or rear camera
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Spanish translation of MobiMed is updated.

Show ECG interpretation on MobiMed Clinical Workstations.

ePR now supports Compliance Checklist

Backend updates:

MS SQL 2019 is now supported database

Please contact your customer representative for more information.

Show ECG interpretation on MobiMed
Clinical Workstations

The ECG from Ortivus is one of the best ECG systems present. It exists in two

versions, Coronet, and MobiMed. The Coronet version is used in coronary care while

MobiMed is used in acute care situations e.g ambulances.

MobiMed Clinical Workstations (CWS) that is located in various places in the hospitals

e.g. at the emergency wards or CCU's. 

Now the CWS also shows the Interpretations of ECGs. The interpretations are

highlighted in the image below.

Compliance Checklist



Compliance Checklists can now be implemented upon request. This tool is used to

ensure that all relevant information is added to a patient record.

Indicator compliance implemented for Stroke, Acute Cardiac Syndrome, Cardiac

Arrest, Falls, and Hypoglycemia to be used by NIAS

Different views of MobiMed

In order to support multiple user groups, e.g both ambulance and primary care users,

MobiMed can now be configured in different ways to support these user scenarios.

The standard version of MobiMed shows all tabs as shown in the left side image

below. The Primary Care version of the same patient-view is slimmed down to show

just the relevant information. This is fully configurable but needs to be enabled for

existing customers. It is always possible to show the full ePR. 



General Improvements

Improved Camera

The camera is today used by the ambulance crew to document the care episode or

incident.  To further improve this function, the camera tools are now updated to

support future hardware platforms. The Camera Tool also supports toggling between

the front and rear cameras. Flash can also be used on a rear-facing camera if a flash

is installed on the hardware.

Language Pack

The MobiMed Language Pack is constantly improving. In this release, the Spanish

language has been updated with new phrases. 

Minor Changes

SmartServerInstaller log Improvements when using windows service

accounts[10589]

PrimaryCare - Add the possibility to auto start MMM minimized. To be used

with autostart within a Windows shell environment.[10590]

PrimaryCare - Added possibility to force MMM as a singleton - to avoid starting

two instances[10594]

Time is changed in Sorian from UTC to LocalTime(Gävleborg)[10579]

Show ECG interpretation on workstations[10330]

Change shortcut from MMM to MobiMed[10343]

Telemetry process now read license from registry string[10530]



When the import process and GUI were redesigned for importing data from the

Zoll device, the Zoll Quick Guide now describe all states.[10539]

Fixes

Resolved an issue where users could not be added in Admintool[10538]

Resolved an issue where log text in Admintool. Text changed from "Last

update" to "Last location update"[10294]

Resolved an issue where audit logs from units not always synced

correctly[10311]

Resolved an issue where the patient was closed on the server after a mail was

sent from CWS[10358]

Resolved an issue on hardware CF-19 were Guidelines tab grays out[10431]

Resolved an issue when old Bluetooth connection was not removed on Lenovo

computers connected to Corpuls[10433]

Resolved an issue when MobiMed did not automatically log in on

workstations[10529]

Resolved an issue with Admintool/HospitalIntegration- mismatch in time from

overview to detailed view. Both now show local time[10570]

Resolved an issue with Corpuls showing up as selectable WLAN device during

handover[10612]

Resolved an issue were services tried to start even if failed DBO

installation[10284]

Resolved an issue were "take over" an "In transfer" patient from Incident view

as a leader did not work.[10604]

Resolved an issue with the incomplete logs when PU did not have a connection

to the server, log now says No connection to server"[10633]

Supported Platforms

Hardware Unit Operating System
Getac RX10H Windows 10 (1511)
Getac RX10H Extreme Windows 10 (1709, 1809)



Lenovo 20L3000 Windows 10 (1809)
Panasonic CF-19 Windows 7
Panasonic FZ-G1 Windows 10 (1607, 1709,

1809)
Panasonic H2 Windows 7, Windows 8.0
Panasonic FZ-M1 Windows 10 (1709)

All versions of measuring unit M531 are supported with MobiMed 4.2. Measuring unit

300C is not supported.

The Clinical Workstation (CWS) platform should meet or beat the minimum hardware

specification and use a supported operating system.

Installation and deployment

For installing this release. Please contact our Service and Support at the below

addresses.

UK market: support@ortivus.co.uk

Other markets: support@ortivus.com

New Version numbering on future
releases

MobiMed has for a long time used version numbers starting with 4.2.xx were xx has

been the new release. Future releases will be according to semantic versioning. 

Future releases  will be according to the following format:

[Major].[minor].[patch]

The release numbering will be:

4.2.45(current)

4.2.46(Next release)

4.47

4.48

...
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There are no changes in support nor the product.

Release Information

This is a commercial release on the following markets:

• Norway

• Sweden

• United Kingdom

This release replaces all previous 4.2 releases.

Upgrade to this release can be done from all previous 4.2 releases. 

Please contact your customer representative for more information

Release Schedule
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